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Cloud computing is not just a new trend that happened in the pastCloud computing is not just a new trend that happened in the past
couple of years. It actually came into existence during the early 20s,couple of years. It actually came into existence during the early 20s,
which is like two decades before. Initially, companies were not ready towhich is like two decades before. Initially, companies were not ready to
adapt it to their products due to the lack of awareness about theadapt it to their products due to the lack of awareness about the
potential of technology. But now 80 % of companies have alreadypotential of technology. But now 80 % of companies have already
adopted cloud computing and by 2024 almost 90% of companiesadopted cloud computing and by 2024 almost 90% of companies
around the world are going to completely transform in to cloud.around the world are going to completely transform in to cloud.

Even Bill Gates who has created a legacy of desktop computing isEven Bill Gates who has created a legacy of desktop computing is
optimistic about cloud and he says "I would say we are investing moreoptimistic about cloud and he says "I would say we are investing more
in letting businesses use cloud computers than anyone is, and we havein letting businesses use cloud computers than anyone is, and we have
some brilliant projects.". Many such big sharks in TechWorld havesome brilliant projects.". Many such big sharks in TechWorld have
already confirmed how big are their future investments in cloudalready confirmed how big are their future investments in cloud
computing. Now let us examine what all are the changes and benefitscomputing. Now let us examine what all are the changes and benefits
that cloud computing is going to bring in the tech world.that cloud computing is going to bring in the tech world.

Speed up your businessSpeed up your business
To match up with the trends and changes in the business world youTo match up with the trends and changes in the business world you
may require more than a traditional IT process. With the help of cloudmay require more than a traditional IT process. With the help of cloud
computing, you can access files anywhere and anytime making youcomputing, you can access files anywhere and anytime making you
fast and progressive. Thus you can give life to your innovations muchfast and progressive. Thus you can give life to your innovations much
faster and deploy your products sooner in the market.faster and deploy your products sooner in the market.

Reduction in costReduction in cost
Replacing all hardware infrastructure to cloud is still a debatable topicReplacing all hardware infrastructure to cloud is still a debatable topic
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and many of them don't agree with this change. But the fact that cloudand many of them don't agree with this change. But the fact that cloud
computing has made a significant cut out in cost is an irreplaceablecomputing has made a significant cut out in cost is an irreplaceable
fact. Cost-cutting is not just regarding infrastructure but also regardingfact. Cost-cutting is not just regarding infrastructure but also regarding
the maintenance cost, power consumption, space utilization, and all ofthe maintenance cost, power consumption, space utilization, and all of
this add up to a significant cost difference.this add up to a significant cost difference.

Storage CapacityStorage Capacity
It is highly difficult to manage the in and out of data flow in a companyIt is highly difficult to manage the in and out of data flow in a company
without the help of secure and large data centers. Cloud computingwithout the help of secure and large data centers. Cloud computing
solves these issues by providing data centers at relatively a lower costsolves these issues by providing data centers at relatively a lower cost
and also helps you to scale up your data centers anytime with ease.and also helps you to scale up your data centers anytime with ease.

Enhanced Performance of InternetEnhanced Performance of Internet
With the internet, information is on your fingertip but it is at the sameWith the internet, information is on your fingertip but it is at the same
time frustrating for users to wait for sites to load and access the info.time frustrating for users to wait for sites to load and access the info.
But with the help of cloud computing, these issues are solved byBut with the help of cloud computing, these issues are solved by
storing data on the cloud. You can always expect a high-quality loadingstoring data on the cloud. You can always expect a high-quality loading
experience with cloud features.experience with cloud features.

Internet of Things and Internet of Things and Cloud ComputingCloud Computing
IoT and cloud computing are two advanced technologies and can doIoT and cloud computing are two advanced technologies and can do
wonders when together. With the help of a huge amount of data storedwonders when together. With the help of a huge amount of data stored
in the cloud, analytical works can be done.in the cloud, analytical works can be done.

SecuritySecurity
Even though we can't completely say that our data is secured in theEven though we can't completely say that our data is secured in the
cloud, we can have assurance from cloud providers that it is safer thancloud, we can have assurance from cloud providers that it is safer than
anywhere else. The future of cloud computing is also in securityanywhere else. The future of cloud computing is also in security
aspects and cloud providers are continually working towards a systemaspects and cloud providers are continually working towards a system
that is free from all cyber attacks.that is free from all cyber attacks.
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TechNeurons founded in 2011 and headquartered at Cochin. Since itsTechNeurons founded in 2011 and headquartered at Cochin. Since its
establishment, our company has achieved outstanding success inestablishment, our company has achieved outstanding success in
developing and delivering a stream of innovative solutions for projectsdeveloping and delivering a stream of innovative solutions for projects
and services in the global market. We see innovation as a clearand services in the global market. We see innovation as a clear
differentiator, we challenge beliefs, concepts, and push it todifferentiator, we challenge beliefs, concepts, and push it to
boundaries. After 9 years, currently, we hold about 4 offices and activeboundaries. After 9 years, currently, we hold about 4 offices and active
projects on multiple fields ranging from IoT to ERP. We believe thatprojects on multiple fields ranging from IoT to ERP. We believe that
each of our products is unique, and we make sure that it is tailored toeach of our products is unique, and we make sure that it is tailored to
resonate with our company character.resonate with our company character.

Our company offers Web developments,Software Developments,HROur company offers Web developments,Software Developments,HR
Software Services, Business Consulting Services, Cloud MigrationSoftware Services, Business Consulting Services, Cloud Migration
Services, Mobile Apps Developments, Data Warehousing Services, GISServices, Mobile Apps Developments, Data Warehousing Services, GIS
Services, Electronic Product Design Services, Turnkey solutions andServices, Electronic Product Design Services, Turnkey solutions and
Disaster Management System.Disaster Management System.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/web-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/web-
development-and-cloud-migration-10426development-and-cloud-migration-10426
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